
 

        

 

US High Yield – 2020 Outlook Summary 

The following is a summary of our larger, in-depth 2020 Outlook report, which is available upon request. 

 
Executive Summary 

The following report represents our analysis of the state of the US high yield market, with a focus on both the risks and opportunities inherent 
to the asset class as we enter a new year. A sharp Q4’18 downturn was followed by a strong market rally at the start of 2019, with total US high yield 
returns reaching double-digit levels by the time of publication. Despite this strength, we remain cautiously optimistic on US high yield as we head into 
2020, underpinned by our base case which assumes no recession over the next twelve months, a stable corporate earnings environment, higher but still 
muted defaults, and the potential for continued technical tailwinds given the proliferation of negative yielding debt on a global basis. Increased 
dispersion and elevated recovery rates also give us confidence that credit losses are likely to be limited over the next twelve months.  

While our overall view of high yield is supportive, we acknowledge that certain subsets of the market (most notably CCC rated securities) carry 
heightened secular and/or idiosyncratic risks. This dynamic, coupled with our rating-specific spread per turn of leverage and percentile ranking metrics, 
make us biased toward Single-B credits. On a sector basis, we favor areas of the market that should benefit from a strong US consumer, those with 
below-average dependence on foreign growth, and those insulated from policy uncertainty that we expect to increase as we get closer to the US 
presidential election. Additionally, we seek to opportunistically take advantage of elevated illiquidity premiums, notably in issuers where we have 
developed a high degree of credit conviction. If we are wrong, and market yields increase relative to our base case, we still find both broad and short 
duration high yield attractive by virtue of elevated breakeven levels and rapid expected recoveries following an immediate yield shock. Furthermore, 
although we do not expect a recession to materialize over the next twelve months, an analysis of historical downturns implies the next one will be mild 
by virtue of the measured pace and above-average length of the current expansionary cycle. Key takeaways from our analysis are as follows: 

• Broad US high yield market returns of ~ 12.1% in 2019 (YTD through November 30) are approximately 73rd percentile relative to the last twenty 
years, and represent the best performance since 2016 

• Short duration US high yield market returns of ~ 9.5% in 2019 (YTD through November 30) are approximately 68th percentile relative to the last 
twenty years, and also represent the best performance since 2016 

• BB credits outperformed on both an absolute and beta-adjusted basis for the entire year (+14.3%), followed by Single-Bs (+12.0%); CCC credits 
significantly underperformed (+3.3%) despite index-wide returns in the double-digit range 

• By sector, returns were largely range-bound (most in the +12% to +15% range), with Energy (-0.5%) an outlier to the downside 

• Both rating and sector returns were driven largely by duration, as the Fed’s dovish pivot in January ’19 led to three rate cuts and the rallying of US 
Treasuries 

• Large issues (> $1bn in size) outperformed small issues (< $350mm in size), likely driven by ETF inflows and their preference for holding the most 
liquid securities in the index 

• Despite a record-long expansionary cycle (125 months and counting), we see only modest risk of a recession in the next 12 months 

• Cumulative GDP growth through the current expansion continues to trend below prior recoveries, showing little evidence of the build-up of market 
excesses that typically precede recessions 

• The yield curve (2s/10s) continues to flatten, but has not yet sustainably inverted; typically, recessions do not start until 10-24 months after 
inversion 

• Consensus US GDP growth in 2020 is +1.8%, which falls into the historical “sweet spot” for US high yield bond market performance 

• Adjusting for accounting changes to operating leases, net leverage is near cycle and 20-yr averages, while interest coverage remains elevated 

• Corporate earnings growth, which had slowed to between flat and modestly negative levels in 2019, is expected to modestly pick up in 2020 

• We forecast the issuer-weighted default rate to increase to ~ 4.0% in 2020 (from ~ 3.0% at present) but remain below long-run annual averages 

• We forecast recovery rates on defaulted issuers to remain elevated in the 48% to 50% context, well above long-run averages of ~ 42% 

• We expect to start 2020 with broad market and short duration HY spreads in the 400bps and 300bps area, respectively, historically 2nd quartile 

• Our expectation for limited Fed action in 2020 and an analysis of spread per turn of net leverage metrics leave us biased toward Single-Bs 

• Premiums paid to hold smaller/less-liquid issues have been on the rise, and are now above cycle averages; spread duration compensation is low 

• By sector, 2019 fundamental improvement was strongest in Consumer Goods, Healthcare, Services and Media; weakest in Technology, Basic 
Industry, Automotive and Retail 

• Investor concerns remain tied to trade war and China; 2020 election risk has recently risen to the top of credit concerns in the BofAML survey 

• We expect supply and demand trends to be more balanced than in 2019, although fund inflows could lead to technical tailwinds near term 

• For broad market US high yield, we expect year-end spreads of 425bps, 5yr Treasury yields of 1.70%, a 4.0% default rate, and a 45% loss given 
default estimate to lead to 2020 returns of ~ 5% (modestly less than coupon) 

• For short duration US high yield, we expect year-end spreads of 345bps, 3yr Treasury yields of 1.62%, and a 2.0% ratings migration rate to lead to 
2020 returns of ~ 5% (modestly less than coupon) 

• Key downside risks to our thesis include 1) failure to achieve trade war resolution, 2) a rise in policy uncertainty, 3) continued dollar strength that 
penalizes US corporates with a disproportionate amount of sales conducted outside of the country, 4) weaker-than-consensus corporate earnings 
growth, 5) a recession, and 6) a wave of fallen angels following the buildup of BBB debt in the investment grade bond space 

• Key upside risks to our thesis include 1) liquidity premium normalizations that lead to small issue outperformance, 2) a return of CEO confidence to 
levels commensurate with Consumer confidence, 3) elevated dispersion that further reduces credit losses and allows for active manager alpha 
generation, and 4) breakevens that are supportive of both broad market and short duration high yield (over other fixed income asset classes) 

 
For inquiries regarding the underlying analyses and full report, please contact your SKY Harbor representative or email info@skyhcm.com. 
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Important Disclosures and Disclaimers  

SKY Harbor Capital Management, LLC (“SKY Harbor”) provides this document for informational purposes only. The information herein is intended solely for the person 
to whom it has been delivered. Nothing contained in this document is or should be construed as an advertisement, or an offer to enter any contract, investment 
advisory agreement, a recommendation to buy or sell securities of any kind, a solicitation of clients, or an offer to invest in any particular fund, product, investment 
vehicle, or derivative.  
 

This document contains forward-looking statements that are based on SKY Harbor’s current views and assumptions. Forward-looking statements such as the findings of 
our analytical research, our outlook for interest rates, Fed policy, the economy, high yield markets and the like, or our intended adjustments to the portfolios within our 
strategies are subject to inherent risks, biases and uncertainties that are beyond SKY Harbor’s control and may cause actual results to differ materially from the 
expectations expressed herein. 
 

The information contained herein is subject to change, and SKY Harbor is under no obligation to update any information contained herein. Certain information 
contained in this document has been obtained from third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, has not been independently verified, and its accuracy or 
completeness cannot be guaranteed. 
 

Investing in securities involves risk of loss and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Fixed income securities, especially high yield debt 
securities, are subject to loss of income and principal arising from credit risk, which is the risk that the issuer will be unable to make interest and principal payments 
when due. Material risks in investing in high yield debt securities also include, but are not limited to, opportunity cost (the risk that an issuer’s credit trends deteriorate 
resulting in a higher level of compensation demanded by the market relative to the initial investment), interest rate risk, liquidity risk, selection risk, and overall market 
risk. In general, issuers of high yield debt securities have a greater likelihood of defaulting on the payment of interest or principal than issuers of investment grade 
bonds. There can be no assurance that the investment objectives described herein will be achieved or that substantial losses can be avoided.  
 

SKY Harbor is not a tax or legal advisor. Prospective investors should consult their tax or legal advisors before making tax-related investment decisions. 
 

The ICE BofAML Index data referenced herein is the property of ICE Data Indices, LLC (“ICE BofAML”) and/or its licensors and has been licensed for use by SKY Harbor. 
ICE BofAML PERMITS USE OF THE ICE BofAML INDICES AND RELATED DATA ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING SAME, DOES NOT GUARANTEE 
THE SUITABILITY, QUALITY, ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, AND/OR COMPLETENESS OF THE BofAML INDICES OR ANY DATA INCLUDED IN, RELATED TO, OR DERIVED 
THEREFROM, ASSUMES NO LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE FOREGOING, AND DOES NOT SPONSOR, ENDORSE, OR RECOMMEND SKY Harbor or ANY 
OF ITS PRODUCTS OR SERVICES. 
 

© 2019 SKY Harbor. This document may not be reproduced or transmitted, in whole or in part, by any means, to third parties without the prior written consent of SKY 
Harbor. 


